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ABSTRACT: 

 

Emergence of novel corona virus (SARS-CoV-2) in 2019 has marked the third major event after Severe 

Acute Respiratory Syndrome Corona virus (SARS-CoV) in 2002 and the Middle East Respiratory 

Syndrome Coronavirus (MERS-CoV) that introduced pathogenic coronavirus into human populations on a 

global scale. The disease caused by SARS-CoV2 is named Corona Virus Disease (COVID-19). This 

pandemic spread over 205 countries including India and has become a public health emergency. As on 06th 

April 2020, 3577 cases are reported in India, out of which 83 died. While the Govt. of India is taking all 

the measures including lock down, to control the pandemic, efforts have been intensified to device low-

cost indigenous testing kits and discover potential therapeutic agents to combat the pandemic successfully. 

The present paper reviews the impact of COVID-19 on cancer patients suggests measures needed to help 

in this emergency.  
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INTRODUCTION: 

 

The outbreak of novel corona virus - 2019 was 

first reported on December 31, 2019 from Wuhan 

city of Hubei province in China1. The outbreak 

started as a cluster of pneumonia cases, caused by 

a new Corona virus2. Number of new cases are 

reported all over the world, including India. On 

30th January 2020, the World Health Organization 

(WHO) declared global Public Health 

Emergency3. There have been many remedial 

measures taken by government of various 

countries across the world, which include travel 

restriction, awareness campaigns, timely release 

of guidelines & health bulletins by authorities and 

even lock down. 

 

CORONA VIRUSES: 

 

Corona viruses are positive sense RNA viruses, 

having spike like projections on the surface which 

render them a crown like appearance4. In the past, 

two major outbreaks of coronavirus infection 

caused much damage. In 2002, Severe Acute 

Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) coronavirus5 and 

in 2012 Middle East Respiratory Syndrome 

coronavirus (MERS-CoV)6 emerged causing 

potentially life-threatening respiratory tract 

infections7.   

 

NOVEL CORONA VIRUS-2019 AND ITS 

TRANSMISSION: 

 

The novel corona virus responsible for COVID-

19 also belong to β-genera of corona viruses. This 

belongs to the subgenus sarbecovirus, subfamily 
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orthocoronavirinae8 and is named as SARS-CoV-

2, by the Corona Virus Group (CSG) of the 

International Committee on Taxonomy of 

Viruses9.  The genome of the SARS-CoV-2 was 

sequenced10, and it is found to have 79 % 

similarity with the genome of SARS-CoV and 

96.2% similarity to a bat CoV RaTG1311. As per 

the availability of data as on the date of writing 

this paper, it is assumed that the SARS-CoV-2 

might have transmitted from bats, which are the 

most likely reservoirs, to human beings, 

employing an unknown intermediate host12,13. 

Studies reveal that the new virus emerged as 

solitary species jump from possibly a mammalian 

intermediary host14. It is established by now that 

the SARS-CoV-2 infects humans utilizing the 

angiotensin converting enzyme 2 (ACE 2) as the 

receptor11. Probably the bat coronavirus and novel 

corona virus might have emerged from same 

ancestor 15.  

 

The basic reproduction number (Ro) of the novel 

corona virus is estimated to be about 2.216 or even 

more. Evidences of pneumonia cases indicate the 

human-to-human transmission of this virus17, 

possibly through a mammalian intermediary 

host14. SARS-CoV-2 has 10-20 times higher 

affinity towards humans than SARS-CoV1. The 

transmission is taking place at alarming rates. 

Nosocomial infection among healthcare workers 

and patients, contact-transmission among family 

members and droplet infection in crowded areas 

are of critical concern at this juncture. 

 

COVID-19 CLINICAL SYMPTOMS: 

 

The common clinical symptoms of COVID-19 

infection include cough, tiredness, production of 

phlegm, sore throat, headache, fever and 

shortness of breath 18. Fever and cough are 

dominant, while diarrhoea and vomiting seem less 

common 19. Manifestation of the disease suggests 

that viral tropism differs among SARS-CoV-220, 

SARS CoV21, MERS-CoV22 and influenza23. 

While a few of the patients were quite 

asymptomatic, few others developed acute 

respiratory distress syndrome, septic shock, multi 

organ dysfunction and metabolic acidosis that was 

difficult to correct24. Disease progression is 

associated with high levels of inflammatory 

cytokines25. While majority of the patients exhibit 

lymphocytopenia26,27, severely affected patients 

showed renal involvement 28. Elderly male 

patients, who have comorbidities showed higher 

death rate and risk as well29. The overall fatality 

rate is apparently less, between 2-3%30, but the 

absolute numbers are very high. Neonates and 

elderly people must be taken care of to reduce the 

death rates due to COVID-19. Therapies aiming 

to disturb virus entry into host may prove good to 

combat the disease 31. 

 

COVID -19 IN INDIA:  

 

The first COVID-19 case in India was recorded in 

Kerala state on30th January 202032. By 2nd 

February 2020 two more cases were recorded. 

Then there was a brief pause, and by 07th March 

2020 the number of cases raised to 34. There has 

been a steady increase in the number of cases. On 

06th April 2020, at 16.58pm, the number of cases 

all over India raised to 4067 (Image 1) as per the 

announcement of Ministry of Health and Family 

Welfare, Govt of India (GOI)32. There has been a 

steady raise in the number of cases, and the 

situation is alarming, as it is globally.  

 The Govt. of India has taken good 

measures to contain COVID - 19 transmission 

including the lockdown imposed on 23rd March 

2020, after a one-day Janata curfew call given by 

the Prime Minister of India.  GOI has taken a 

number of good initiatives including regular 

announcements, awareness programmes on use of 

sanitisers, social distancing & home quarantines, 

and issue of advisories and release of various 

guidelines for management of the disease 

outbreak and related issues from time to time. As 

of 05th April 2020, India is classified as being in 

local transmission stage by World Health 

organization (WHO)33. The second wave badly 

hit India in the month of March 2021, with the 

COVID-19 spreading to the nook and corners of 

the country. Many causalities happened, and 

people in the age group of 21-45 were even 

affected worst.  

Gradually the curve was flattened among hue and 

cry of a possible third wave. As on 12th August 

2021, at 8.00 am IST, there were 3,87,987 active 

cases reported with a net positivity rate of 1.2%34. 

 

 

 

Image 1: Spread of COVID-19 in India as on 12th 

Aug 2021 

 
 

(Source:, https://www.covid19india.org/ accessed on 

12.08.2021; 11:35 am) 
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IMPACT OF COVID ON CANCER PATIENTS: 

With the spread of COVID-19, governments have 

taken various measures from limited restrictions 

to lockdowns across Indian states. Mobility of 

people was curtailed. Transborder movement of 

people was affected. Many decisions had to be 

taken to safeguard public health at large, 

sacrificing economic interests. People suffered a 

lot due to lack of timely access to amenities, 

resources, health care services. Mass migrations 

of people were witnessed. 

Healthcare providers strived hard to meet 

the demands. Many people restrained themselves 

from routine clinical investigations, screening, 

diagnosis and treatment for non-COVID 19 

diseases. So also, people suffering from various 

cancers could not access health care facilities. The 

impact of COVID-19 on cancer patients is of 

concern.  

Cancer is characterized by uncontrolled 

cell growth and their spread to other parts of the 

body35. It is a set of is a set of diseases and the 

prognosis is influenced by the timing of diagnosis 

and intervention36.. There has been an 

unprecedented competition for health-care 

facilities during the COVID-19 outbreak, and 

oncology professionals have had to protect the 

most vulnerable from a potentially fatal 

pandemic. The general principle of risk-to-benefit 

ruled the prioritization of utilization of health-care 

facilities37. Since the onset of pandemic, there is a 

steep drop in cancer diagnosis across the world36.   

Studies show there has been a decline in the 

number of tests to screen for cervical, breast and 

colon cancer by 85 per cent or more after the 

first Covid-19 cases were diagnosed in India38.   

A drop-in diagnosis and reported number 

of cases does not necessarily reflect a drop-in 

incidence of the disease. Many surgeries were 

cancelled during the pandemic period. Delays in 

cancer screening and treatment is expected to 

cause 10000 more deaths over the next decade39..  

Not only cancer care, but also research was 

impacted much during the time. The vulnerable 

population of cancer patients suffered a lot due to 

reduction in the number of outpatient clinics, 

elective procedures, and from discharging 

patients from inpatient services40,41.   

In spite of the above, there have been 

certain positive effects.  People accessed 

diagnostic and therapeutics nearby, avoiding 

journey. This led to a diversified approach in 

treating cancer patients. Three tired approach of 

giving health care to low, medium and high 

priority regimens is developed40. Telehealth and 

virtual medicine are more utilized.  

CONCLUSION: 

 

Fighting against COVID-19 is no mean to a world 

war. Fight against the spread of this disease is 

almost a war without weapons. In these times, a 

coherent effort from all the stakeholders – policy 

makers, health care professionals, scientists, 

educationists and the general public is the need of 

the hour to contain the pandemic.  

Since cancer patients are vulnerable and 

prone to many an illness, it is time to revisit the 

priorities of providing health care during the 

pandemic times. A congenial way of balancing 

the provision of cancer care while minimizing 

exposure risk to COVID-19 must be developed.  
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